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1.0 Copyright and Trademark Notices
This document contains legally protected information. All rights reserved. Copying in mechanical, electronic
and any other form without the written approval of the manufacturer is prohibited.
©2010 Pneumacare Ltd.
All rights reserved.
Trademarks:
PneumaCare Ltd. The PneumaCare logo and PneumaScan are registered trademarks of PneumaCare Ltd.
MS-DOS™ and Windows™ are registered trademarks of Microsoft™.
Pentium™ is a registered trademark of Intel™.
Other trademarks are the property of their respective owner.
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2.0 Navigating the Pneumaview software screen.

Firstly we must familiarise ourselves with the Pneumaview 3D software layout. (fig 2.0)
At the top left-hand corner you will find the Drop down menu selection. (fig 2.1)
At the right-hand side you will find the Patient data information box. (fig 2.2)
At the bottom left-hand corner you will find the video player controls. (fig 2.3)
Further along from the video player controls is a speed control for the video. (fig 2.4)

(fig 2.2)
(fig 2.1)

Drop Down Menus

Patient Data Info
(fig 2.0)

View Selection
Video Speed
Control

Video Player

(fig 2.3)
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3.0 Selecting a patient data file.
Firstly note that the Pneumaview 3D software opened with non of the fields and views un-populated with data.
To import a patients data we will now open a patient file.
Move the mouse curser to the top left-hand corner of the screen and left click on “File”
A drop down box will appear showing file options. (fig 3.0)
If we left click on “Open” the patient data files (patient data is collected using the Pneumascan software) will
appear. ( the data is stored C:\Program Files\Pneumacare\PROM\Data ). (fig 3.1)
(fig 3.0)

Open—Open file
Save As—Save file plus view details as……………
Save to Bitmap—Saves screen image as a picture file
Exit—Exits program

We are going to select a patient to view their data. Use the left mouse button to click on the patient “John Doe” (fig 3.1)
Either double click on the file joe.pn3 or single click on click on joe.pn3 and then click on the box at the bottom the window
marked “Open”.
You will now see that data appears on screen. (fig 3.2)

(fig 3.1)

We can now see that the Patient Data Info box indicates that we are viewing the patient named “John Doe” data. Fig (3.2)
(fig 3.2)
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4.0 Understanding what data is presented on first opening patient file.
Four areas are now populated with images (fig 4.0) a full explanation and interpretation of these images are
dealt with later in this manual. Most respiratory physiologists will be familiar with the graph shown in change
in volume over time but the data shown in the other 3 images is unique to the Pneumascan system.
Reconstruction: 3D image of patient chest data

Change in volume over time: Chest movement (volume)
inhale-exhale

(fig 4.0)

Chest effort (%) compared to abdomen effort
during data collection.

Left side effort (%) compared to right side effort
during data collection.

5.0 Selecting View Options
Let us now familiarise ourselves with the view options selection buttons on the lower right of the application window. (fig 5.0)
You will see that we are presented with 4 option buttons: 1) Display Mode 2) Regional Mode 3) Front View and 4) Side View
Front view and Side view are single option buttons. Display Mode and Regional Mode are drop down options, when you right
click on them option menus will drop down. (fig 5.1) (fig 5.2)
(fig 5.0)

(fig 5.1)

(fig 5.2)
Selects the front view of body.
Selects The side view of body (right side view)
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6.0 Familiarisation with Visual Features
Now let us start selecting different view options: (fig 6.0)
In the View selections box select
1: Display Mode - Recon. Only
2: Regional Mode-Full Body
3: Front view
(fig 6.0)

You will now notice that you we have chequered board pattern of the patient “John Doe” chest and upper abdomen. (fig 6.1)
(fig 6.1)

Front View
We can now select the other options from the View selections box. Let us select the side view. (fig 6.2)
(fig 6.2)

Side View

You can clearly see the contours of the chest and upper abdomen from a right-sided view.
If we click on the play button in the Video player box the chest movement can be clearly seen.
The recording will play the patient test and any forced manoeuvre carried out during the test.
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The following are examples of the different view options and displays achievable in the Pneumaview 3D software.
In the View selections box select (fig 6.3)
1: Display Mode - Recon. Spirogram
2: Regional Mode-Full Body
3: Front view
(fig 6.3)

In the View selections box select (fig 6.4)
1: Display Mode - Recon. Spirogram
2: Regional Mode-Full Body
3: Side view
(fig 6.4)

If the image is too small or too large for the screen we can zoom in and out by holding down the right mouse button while the
curser is near the displayed chest abdomen figure and slide the mouse curser up (zoom in) and down (zoom out). You can
also rotate the image by placing the curser at an area near the displayed figure and holding down the left mouse button move
the mouse in any direction, the figure will rotate about a centre axis in the direction you move the mouse.
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The Pneumaview 3D software also allows us to show the regions that had been recorded during the patient tests.
Q1: Right chest
Q2: Left chest
Q3: Upper right abdomen
Q4: Upper left abdomen
We can view Full body (Q1+Q2+Q3+Q4) as one colour (blue) (fig 6.5)

(fig 5.8)
Top and Bottom (Q1+Q2 and Q3+Q4) Green and Blue (fig 6.6)

(fig 5.9)

Left and Right (Q1+Q3 and Q2+Q4) Orange and Brown (fig 6.7)
(fig 6.7)

Left (Q1)(Orange) and Right (Q2)(brown) Upper right abdomen (Q3)(blue) and
Upper left abdomen (Q4)(green) (fig 6.8)

(fig 6.8)
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7.0 Body over Time
The Pneumaview 3D has he option of showing patient spirometry movements (but not data measurements).
This option can viewed by selecting

In the View selections box select :
(1: Display Mode - Recon. Volume/Time
2: Regional Mode-Full Body
3: Front view

(fig 7.0)
The area outlined is graph of the patients
chest movements with tidal breathing and a
forced manoeuvre. (fig 7.0)
The contribution by each quadrant is represented by the associated colour in the
graph as an individual input. A total volume
is shown in grey. (fig 7.1)
(fig 7.1)

By selecting different options in the Regional mode
we will see graphs showing representations of input
For the selected regions.
1)
2)
3)

One colour for full body (blue) (fig 7.2)
Three colours for top and bottom (blue green)
full body grey (fig 7.3)
Three colours for left and right (yellow orange)
full body (grey) (fig 7.4)

(fig 7.2)

(fig 7.4)

(fig 7.3)
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Finally we come to the last visual feature available to us in the Pneumaview 3D viewer software.
In this case we will select our view options (fig 6.3)
1)
2)

Display Mode: Regional (Rib Cage versus Abdomen) (fig 6.4)
(Left Side versus Right Side) (fig 6.5)
Regional Mode: Quadrants (Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4)

3)

Front View

(fig 6.3)
(fig 6.4)

Here we can see that the effort of the Ribcage
is greater than the effort of the Abdomen.
(fig 7.1)

Here we can see that the effort of the left side
is equal to the effort of the right side.
(fig 7.2)

We can use the video player to view the chest movement plus the breathing volumes and effort of the patient test.
These can all be viewed at the same time with the user able to rotate the chest view.
All these features are unique to the Pneumaview 3D viewer software.
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The data that is being viewed can seen as raw data or filtered data (noise removed).
We select this option by going to the drop down menu at the top left hand corner of the screen and select Advanced. (fig 7.5)
Chose “Show raw frames” (fig 7.6) . Nothing will change in the Information panel (fig 7.5) but when the data is viewed in the
video player and noise will be seen in the chest movement.
(fig 7.5)
(fig 7.7)

(fig 7.6)

No data is shown in the Information Box.
(fig 7.7)

If the parameter of data recording has be recorded in the “Show tidal parameters”. (fig 7.8)
Two lines will now appear in the Information Panel. 1) Resp. Rate and 2) I:E Ratio

(fig 7.9)

If there are no recorded tidal parameters the a N/A will appear in the value.
(fig 7.8)

(fig 7.9)

8.0 Selecting Information Data:
We can populate the data in the Information Box. Go to the Change in Volume over time graph and click on the time axis,
hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse curser along the time axis. Release the left mouse button. You will
now see the area you selected high-lighted Red (fig 8.0). If you look at the Information Box you will see the “Selection”
Difference and Resp. Rate populated with patient data. (fig 8.1)
(fig 8.1)

(fig 8.0)
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If the Right mouse button is clicked on the time axis a drop down box appears. (fig 8.2) This indicates which results are being
displayed.
(fig 8.2)

(fig 8.3)

By clicking on the tick boxes we can remove or add Volume/Time results being displayed.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Full body (fig 8.3)
Upper left (fig 8.4)
Upper right (fig 8.5)
Lower left (fig 8.6)
Lower right (fig 8.7)

(fig 8.4)

(fig 8.5)

(fig 8.6)

(fig 8.7)
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9.0 Colour scheme
If you prefer not to use the light colour scheme that is used throughout the manual you can change it to a darker one.

In the Menu bar at the top left-hand corner of the screen you will see a “Scheme” option.
Left click on it with your mouse curser and a drop down box will appear (9.0)
(fig 9.0)

Ge to take place.
The default option is Light and is marked with a tick box. By clicking on the Dark tick box
the option will have been selected. .A box will appear telling you to close the program
and restart the software for the change to take place (fig 9.1) Click OK to accept

(fig 9.1)
When you restart the software it
will be in the dark scheme. (fig 9.2).
To revert back to the light scheme
just follow the sequence above but
select “light”.

(fig 9.2)

10.0

One last point to NOTE:

There is a drop down box at the top left of the program bar called “Help “. If you click on this then an About tab will drop
down (fig 10.0), select this and a window will open giving software details. (fig 10.1). This is useful information if you have
to make a call to our technical support team.

(fig 10.0)

(fig 10.1)
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11.0

Contact Information

For more information please contact:

PneumaCare Limited.
St. John’s Innovation Centre
Cowley Road
Cambridge CB4 0WS
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 703 151
Www.pneumacare.com
info@pneumacare.com
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